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Beauty 2006 – Conference Summary and Future Prospects
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The status of B physics, CP violation and related measurements at the time of the Beauty 2006 conference

are summarized. Particular attention is given to the exciting prospects that lie ahead, at the commencement of

the LHC era, and beyond.

1. INTRODUCTION

Beauty 2006, The 11th International Confer-
ence on B Physics at Hadron Machines, took
place at a particularly pertinent time for the
subject of the conference. While progress in B
physics has, in recent years, been dominated by
the spectacular successes of the e+e− B factories
(principally BABAR and Belle, but also CLEO),
2006 can make a strong claim to be the first
year for a long time in which the most inter-
esting results have originated from hadron ma-
chines. With the LHC start up becoming tan-
talizingly close, does this mark the beginning of
a new era for flavour physics? Will results from
CDF and DØ, and then ATLAS, CMS and (par-
ticularly) LHCb take the headlines in the coming
years, or can the B factories continue to find in-
novative methods to maximize the physics return
from their unprecedented samples of data? Look-
ing further ahead, will an upgraded LHCb be able
to harness the enormous quantities of b hadrons
produced [1], and fully exploit the potential for
flavour physics at a hadron machine? Will e+e−

machines reach to even higher luminosities [2],
with a “Super Flavour Factory” to complete the
picture?

Such questions provided the subtext to the con-
ference, which was illuminated by numerous ex-
cellent presentations and lively discussions, con-
ducted in a notably convivial atmosphere. Since
it appears impossible to do justice to all the con-
tent, this summary will be selective, and focus on
physics with B mesons (regrettably excluding im-
portant topics in charm [3,4] and charmonia [5],

amongst others, that are summarized elsewhere).

2. THE UNITARY TRIANGLE

The agreement (or otherwise) of flavour physics
results with the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [6]
mechanism for quark mixing is usually illustrated
in terms of measurements of the properties of the
so-called “Unitary Triangle” (UT). The colourful
images provided by the CKMfitter [7,8] and UT-
fit [9] groups clearly show the consistency (or lack
thereof) of the existing constraints with the Stan-
dard Model (SM), to the extent that these images
are nowadays almost ubiquitous (and therefore
unnecessary to reproduce here). Below, the sta-
tus of measurements of the properties of the UT
is summarized [11].

β

The “golden mode,” B0 → J/ψK0, and its
relatives, provide a theoretically clean measure of
sin(2β) [12]. As the main raison d’être of the
B factories, the measurements are updated regu-
larly; the most recent updates [13,14] take advan-
tage of the majority of a combined data sample
that now exceeds 1 ab−1 (about 109 BB̄ pairs).
[As Prof. Peach imparted after the conference
banquet, the luminosity frontier is now charting
the “Attoworld”, just as the energy frontier will
soon explore the “Terascale”.] The world average
is sin(2β) = 0.675± 0.026.

Three different approaches to resolve the am-
biguity in the solutions for β from the above con-
straint have been attempted. They use: 1) B0 →
J/ψK∗0 [15,16]; 2) B0 → D(∗)h0 with D →
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K0
S
π+π− [17,18]; and, new this year, 3) B0 →

D∗+D∗−K0
S

[19]. The results from all three prefer
the SM solution (β = (21.2±1.0)◦). Yet while it is
straightforward to draw a qualitative conclusion,
quantifying the degree to which the alternative
solution is disfavoured is extremely difficult, since
each of the above methods suffers from highly
non-Gaussian errors, either statistical in nature
or related to hard-to-quantify hadronic param-
eters. Updated measurements (particularly for
J/ψK∗) and theoretical reassessments (particu-
larly for D∗D∗K0

S
) will help.

α
Measurements of α using mixing-induced CP

violation in b → uūd transitions are complicated
by the possible presence of sizeable penguin con-
tributions [20]. Nonetheless, impressive progress
has been made [21]. In the most recent updates
in the B → ππ system, BABAR [22] have con-
firmed the large CP violation previously observed
by Belle, who in turn have now observed [23] a
large direct CP violation effect. The results are
summarized in Fig. 1. While there is still some
discrepancy between the obtained values of the
direct CP violation parameter, it now seems clear
that large (10% or greater) direct CP violation is
present in B0 → π+π−. Future measurements
should resolve the precise value.

The extraction of α from these measurements
is performed using an isospin analysis, which re-
quires measurements of the rates and asymme-
tries of the remaining B → ππ decays. Somewhat
surprisingly, there are differences in the details of
the outcome between versions of the analysis per-
formed using frequentist [8] or Bayesian [9] sta-
tistical treatments. Nonetheless, if one bears in
mind that solutions close to α = 0 are disfavoured
for various reasons, both analyses agree that the
SM solution (α close to 90◦) is consistent with
the data. The same is also true for results from
the B → ρπ system (in which both experiments
now have results from time-dependent Dalitz plot
analyses of B0 → π+π−π0 [24,25]), and from the
B → ρρ system [26,27], where the first evidence
for the decay B0 → ρ0ρ0 has recently been found
by BABAR [28]. It will be interesting to see how
well LHCb can contribute to these challenging

π+ π- SCP vs CCP

Contours give -2∆(ln L) = ∆χ2 = 1, corresponding to 60.7% CL for 2 dof
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Figure 1. Summary of time-dependent CP viola-
tion in B0 → π+π−. SCP and CCP are param-
eters of mixing-induced and direct CP violation,
respectively. The contours indicate ∆χ2 = 1. For
more details, see [10].

measurements [29].

γ
The cleanest measurement of γ can be made

in the B → D(∗)K(∗) system [20], and the
most constraining results to date use D →
K0

S
π+π− decays [30]. The most recent results

from BABAR [31] and Belle [32] are summarized
in Fig. 2. Despite impressive improvements in
the analyses (notably in the χ2/ndf obtained by
BABAR [31] in the fit to flavour-tagged D decays,
used to obtain the D decay model), a large un-
certainty remains due to the chosen model and
hence assumed phase variation across the Dalitz
plane. It will be very hard to significantly re-
duce this error without the concurrent analysis of
large samples of CP -tagged D mesons, such as
those produced by CLEO-c [20,3].

To optimize the precision on γ, it is necessary
to combine results using as many D decays as
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DK+, D→KSπ
+π-

Contours give -2∆(ln L) = ∆χ2 = 1, corresponding to 60.7% CL for 2 dof
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Figure 2. Summary of results in B± → DK±,
with D → K0

S
π+π−. CP violation (due to γ 6= 0)

would result in a difference between B+ and B−.
The contours indicate ∆χ2 = 1, but do not in-
clude D decay model uncertainty. For more de-
tails, see [10].

possible (within the B → DK system) [33]. This
year, the first analysis using D → K±π∓π0 has
been performed by BABAR [34], which can now
be added to the list of modes available to make
the constraints. Additionally, many new chan-
nels may become accessible in the coming years,
including several which are particularly interest-
ing for analysis at LHCb [35]. Notably, none of
the channels used to date have yet shown any sig-
nificant effect of the suppressed amplitude, sug-
gesting that the ratio of amplitudes rB may be
smaller than näıvely expected.

Vub and Vcb

The sides of the UT are obtained through
measurements of rates, appropriately normalized.
Measurements of both Vub and Vcb have reached
an impressive precision, the latter running into
theoretical uncertainties at the 1–2% level in in-

clusive channels (with larger theory errors for ex-
clusive modes) [36]. Analysis of moments of the
inclusive decay spectra allow continuing refine-
ments [37]. The improved understanding also
aids the extraction of Vub, where the errors from
exclusive and inclusive approaches are compara-
ble (though the results are not in perfect agree-
ment) at about 7% [36,38]. The inclusive analy-
sis is dominated by new results from BABAR [39],
Belle [40] and CLEO [41] in the B → πlν chan-
nel, complemented by improved lattice calcula-
tions [42].

Vtd and Vts

The final side of the UT can be obtained from
measurements of ∆md, the frequency of B0–B̄0

oscillations, but, to keep the theoretical uncer-
tainty under control, more precise constraints
can be obtained if the mixing rate is normal-
ized to that in the B0

s system, ∆ms. The ratio,
∆md/∆ms gives |Vtd/Vts|

2 up to SU(3) breaking
terms that can be calculated in lattice QCD.

In contrast to many measurements which are
experimentally challenging since they rely on
small effects, ∆ms is hard to measure since it
is large, and hence resolving the B0

s oscillations
is difficult. While lower bounds on ∆ms have
existed for several years, 2006 saw the first up-
per bound [43,44], followed by the first mea-
surement [45] of the quantity. The sensation of
Beauty 2006 was the presentation of the improve-
ment of this latter analysis [46,47], to include
more decay modes and improved reconstruction
and flavour tagging. The significance of the os-
cillation signal, shown in Fig. 3, now exceeds
5σ, with the value ∆ms = 17.77 ± 0.10 (stat) ±
0.07 (syst) ps−1. One of the many impressive
features of the new analysis is the sensitivity (in-
dicating the largest value of ∆ms which could be
measured) of 31.3 ps−1 – almost twice as large as
the true value. Another is that of the three con-
tributions to the uncertainty on |Vtd/Vts|, that
from the measurement of ∆ms is smaller than
that from the measurement of ∆md, which in
turn is smaller than that from lattice calculations
of the hadronic parameters involved [42]. Less
than a year ago, no measurement existed; as of
Beauty 2006, ∆ms is known to subpercent pre-
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cision. This remarkable achievement opens the
door to numerous B0

s decay channels, for which
mixing-induced CP violation can best be studied
at hadron machines.
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Figure 3. Log likelihood curves for ∆ms.

3. NEW PHYSICS SEARCHES

The above measurements, and others, combine
to give constraints on the elements of the CKM
matrix. Since these include four free and funda-
mental parameters of the SM, improving the pre-
cision of these measurements is an important goal
in its own right. Yet the oft-discussed shortcom-
ings of the SM remain, and the paramount objec-
tive in high energy physics today is to search for
the “new physics” (NP) by which at least some of
these problems may be resolved. B physics pro-
vides a number of routes to search for NP, not
least through the consistency of UT constraints.
Indeed, there is currently “tension” between the
measurements of Vub and sin(2β) discussed above,
though improvements in both experimental and
(in the case of Vub) theoretical uncertainties will
be necessary to discover if this is indeed a hint of
a NP signal.

sin(2βeff)
Another interesting approach to search for NP

effects is to compare the SM reference measure-
ment of sin(2β) with the values for the same pa-
rameter obtained in decays dominated by b → s
penguin amplitudes [48]. Such flavour changing
neutral current transitions are susceptible to the
effects of NP particles, which may appear as vir-
tual particles in loops, even if they are too massive
to be observed at the energy frontier. A compi-
lation of relevant results is shown in Fig. 4. An
important improvement was made in 2006 with
the first time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis of
B0 → K+K−K0, including intermediate states
such as φK0 [49]. The results also include the
most recent updates in the channel B0 → η′K0

from BABAR [50] and Belle [14], wherein both ex-
periments have now observed (with more than 5σ
significance) mixing-induced CP violation.

It has been frequently commented upon that
all the measurements in Fig. 4 take central val-
ues below the SM reference point (meanwhile,
calculations of corrections due to subleading SM
amplitudes tend to prefer larger values). Since
each channel has different SM uncertainties, and
since there may be systematic correlations be-
tween the measurements, taking a simple aver-
age is ill-advised (if one does so anyway, the sig-
nificance of the effect is about 2.6σ). Moreover,
there is no significant discrepancy in any particu-
lar channel. To interpret the data therefore re-
quires care. Perhaps wisdom can be found in
the words of Sir Francis Bacon, whose connection
with Oxford was presented by Prof. Cashmore in
the opening address to the conference:

“The root of all superstition is that
men observe when a thing hits, but
not when it misses.”

The less philosophically inclined may simply find
it prudent to wait for more data.

Charmless hadronic B decays
Decays of the type B → hh′ can be similarly

sensitive to NP effects. These modes have also
proved fertile ground for testing theoretical con-
cepts [51]. For several years the data have pre-
sented a “Kπ puzzle,” in that the pattern of
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sin(2βeff) ≡ sin(2φe
1
ff)
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Figure 4. Compilation of measurements of
mixing-induced CP violation in decays domi-
nated by the b→ s penguin amplitude, compared
to the world average from b → cc̄s transitions.
From [10].

rates and asymmetries in such decays was not in
good agreement with the SM prediction. While
this effect is largely reduced after the most re-
cent updates [52,53], which use improved treat-
ments of radiative corrections, several discrepan-
cies remain: the B0 → π0π0 branching fraction
is larger than most predictions, and most models
have difficulty explaining the observed difference
in CP asymmetries for the channels B0 → K+π−

and B+ → K+π0. Recently, results from the
Tevatron have extended the experimental reach
to include B0

s and b baryon decays – first obser-
vations of three such decay channels were pre-
sented at Beauty 2006 [54,55], as shown in Fig. 5.
These results, and their future improvements [56],
may throw new light on the “Kπ puzzle.” How-
ever, to complete the set of measurements will re-

quire studies of decays such as B0
s → K0

S
K0

S
and

B0
s → K0

S
π0 that are not easily, if at all, accessi-

ble at a hadron machine, but may be measured at
an e+e− machine operating at the Υ(5S) [57,58].
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Figure 5. Signals for b decays to hh′ final states.

Electroweak penguin decays
Since decays to hadronic final states are limited

by theoretical uncertainties, electroweak penguin
decays (b→ sγ and b→ sll) provide cleaner tests
of the SM. The measurement of the rate of the
b→ sγ decay has provided a strict constraint that
must be satisfied by new physics model builders;
recent improvements in the SM calculation to
NNLL allow this approach to be pushed even fur-
ther [59]. Meanwhile, measurements of asymme-
tries (such as CP , isospin and forward-backward
asymmetries) provide additional tests of the SM,
and some enticing hints for NP effects, that –
as usual – require confirmation with larger data
samples [60–62]. Since much larger statistics are
necessary to probe the SM with precision, it is
gratifying that many of these channels (such as
B0 → K∗0µ+µ− and B0

s → φµ+µ−) can be stud-
ied at hadron machines [63,66].
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Leptonic decays
The archetypal channel for NP effects in flavour

physics to be observed at a hadron collider is
B0

s → µ+µ−. This rare decay can be enhanced
even in the Minimal Flavour Violation (MFV)
scenario – a principle that can be neatly encap-
sulated in the words of Sir Francis Bacon thus:

“God hangs the greatest weights upon
the smallest wires.”

[Rare kaon decays also play a pivotal rôle within
MFV, but are not within the remit of this sum-
mary.] The latest upper limits on this channel are
still more than an order of magnitude away from
the SM expectation [63–65], though it is expected
that this mode can be observed by all of ATLAS,
CMS and LHCb within a few years of LHC data
taking [67]. However, other leptonic decays, such
as those involving τ leptons and/or neutrinos (no-
tably the recently discovered B+ → τ+ντ [68]),
that are also sensitive to NP, can only be studied
at a B factory [69].

φs and other mixing parameters
Though the value of ∆ms (normalized to ∆md)

has now been found to be consistent with the SM
expectation, it remains possible that there may
be large NP effects in B0

s mixing [70]. These
may be uncovered through measurements of pa-
rameters such as ∆Γs, as well as through CP
violation in mixing (i.e. the semileptonic decay
asymmetry [71,72]) and in the mixing phase φs.
The first untagged analysis of φs has been carried
out [73,74] – note that this approach relies heavily
on the size of ∆Γs, and could be pursued at the
Υ(5S) [57]. However, now that ∆ms is measured,
the complete tagged, time-dependent analysis is
possible, which will improve the sensitivity dra-
matically [75].

4. WHAT REMAINS FOR B PHYSICS?

The above discussion should emphasise the rich
phenomenology for NP effects in the B system.
Yet all results to date are consistent with the
Standard Model, and it is legitimate to ask if
whether studies of such particles are the best
way to improve knowledge about fundamental

physics. Another way to approach this question,
is to ask whether measurements in B physics may
provide the kind of surprising result that can have
a similar impact to the initial observation of CP
violation in the decay K0

L
→ π+π− [76]?

Aside from the historical record of flavour
physics in uncovering new particles, the answer
is clear: indeed such groundbreaking results are
possible. Any of the following, if observed, would
provide incontrovertible proof of physics beyond
the SM: inconsistent CP violation phenomena
(in, e.g. hadronic b → s penguin decays);
new flavour-changing neutral currents; unpolar-
ized photons emitted in radiative B decays; large
CP violation effects in B0

s mixing; enhanced rare
decays (e.g. B0

s → µ+µ−). CP violation in
charm and lepton flavour violation in τ decays are
similarly potent observables. Although clear sig-
nals for NP have not yet been observed, the preci-
sion of the measurements does not exclude contri-
butions of O(10%) or, in many cases, much larger.
Some NP models allow such effects, though they
may be unlikely in some others (which assume
connections with other existing constraints). Yet
it must be remembered that new physics is new,
and its effects are unknown. Since searches for
NP effects in flavour physics are completely com-
plementary to those that can be achieved at the
high energy frontier, it is essential to continue to
pursue this activity vigorously.

The preparations for the LHC are well ad-
vanced, and entering an exhilarating stage as
the first data come closer to reach. Each of
ATLAS [77–79], CMS [80,81] and LHCb [82–85] is
well positioned to exploit the B physics potential
of the early running. Much has been learned from
the recent operational experience of CDF [86] and
DØ [87,88], culminating in the results presented
in this conference. More than any other factor,
this provides great hope that the passage from
first data to published results may not be too ar-
duous. Notably, the CDF trigger system [86] has
led to successful analyses of hadronic b decays, in-
cluding the observation of new particles decaying
into fully hadronic final states [89,90]. However,
any optimism should be tempered with caution,
since the clearest message of all is that a great
deal of hard work lies in between the data and
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the results!

5. SUMMARY

It may be useful to reflect on the various ob-
servations of CP violation to date. Limiting the
discussion to channels where effects of more than
5σ significance have been seen, these include CP
violation in

• K0 − K̄0 mixing (ǫK);

• interference between s→ uūd and s→ dd̄d
amplitudes (ǫ′);

• interference between B0 − B̄0 mixing and

– b→ cc̄s amplitudes (J/ψK0);

– b→ uūd amplitudes (π+π−);

– b→ ss̄s amplitudes (η′K0);

• interference between b → uūd and b → dd̄d
amplitudes (π+π−);

• interference between b → sūu and b → uūs
amplitudes (K+π−).

The consistency of all these observed effects
with the CKM mechanism demonstrates the
tremendous success of the SM. However, CP vio-
lation has not yet been observed in the decays of
any charged meson, nor of any charmed particle,
nor of any baryon, nor of any lepton. Clearly, a
great deal remains to be explored, and NP effects
may be just around the corner.

The final summary of Beauty 2006 can be given
in the words of Sir Francis Bacon:

“The best part of Beauty is that
which no picture can express.”
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